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Abstract 
 
Phosphoryl transfer reactions can proceed through several plausible mechanisms, and the 
potential for both solvent and substrate-assisted pathways (involving proton transfer to the 
phosphoryl oxygens) complicates both experimental and computational interpretations. To 
avoid this problem, we have used electronic structure calculations to probe the mechanisms of 
the reactions of pyridinio-N-phosphonates with pyridine. These compounds avoid the 
additional complexity introduced by proton transfer between the nucleophile and the leaving 
group, while also serving as a valuable model for biological P-N cleavage. Through a 
comparative study of a range of substrates of varying basicity, we demonstrate a unified 
concerted mechanism for the phosphoryl transfer reactions of these model compounds, 
proceeding through a dissociative transition state. Finally, a comparison of these transition 
states with previously characterized transition states for related compounds provides a more 
complete model for non-enzymatic phosphoryl transfer, which is a critical stepping stone to 
being able to fully understand phosphoryl transfer in biology. 
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Introduction 
 
Phosphoryl transfer reactions are crucial to biology, being involved in a whole host of 
processes from cellular signalling to protein synthesis to maintaining the integrity of the 
genetic material.1-3 Phosphate esters are typically extremely stable, and the half-time for the 
spontaneous cleavage of these bonds under ambient conditions is typically in the thousands-
to-millions of years.4 Despite this, the enzymes that catalyse these reactions can achieve 
phosphoryl transfer on the sub-second timescale, making them among the most proficient 
characterized.4-8 Therefore, understanding the fundamental mechanisms of how phosphoryl 
transfer occurs, and how it can be catalysed so proficiently by biological catalysts, is central 
to understanding a vast range of phenomena involved in the regulation of life,1-3 as well as 
many of the malfunctions that underlie human disease processes.9-11 This has been 
complicated by the fact that the reactions of even simple phosphate monoesters might proceed 
through different mechanisms (Scheme 1), and a large number of (diverse and at times 
contradictory) mechanistic suggestions have been put forward in the literature on the basis of 
experimental and computational studies.2, 3  
As can be seen in Scheme 1, phosphoryl transfer reactions plausibly proceed through 
either solvent- (general base) or substrate-assisted pathways, and the associated transition 
states can be either tight (associative) or loose (dissociative) in nature, depending on the 
relative bond orders to the incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group. In addition, 
although not shown in this scheme, the mechanistic scenarios are further complicated by the 
possible involvement of phosphorane or metaphosphate intermediates, and that, in principle, 
the nucleophile can attack from either an inline or a non-inline configuration. Understanding 
plausible geometries and charge distributions at the transition states for phosphoryl transfer 
reactions, as well as how the nucleophile is activated, have been key questions in the field.2, 3 
We recently performed detailed quantum chemical studies of the hydrolysis of phosphate 
monoester dianions12, 13 and triphosphates,14 arguing for a preferred solvent-assisted pathway 
on the basis of comparison between experimental and calculated activation free energies, 
linear free energy relationships, and kinetic isotope effects. Specifically, we have 
demonstrated12-14 that this is the only mechanistic model that consistently fits all key 
experimental observables.  
In the present study, we extend our previous computational work12-14 to include also an 
understanding of the reactions of substituted pyridinio-N-phosphonates with pyridine, as a 
model for understanding biological phosphoryl transfer. These compounds have been 
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experimentally studied in some detail,15-18 but there have been no corresponding 
computational studies (although there have been studies of the reactivity of phosphorylated 
imidazole/histidine19-21 as well as studies of linear-free energy relationships and transition 
states in methoxycarbonyl group transfer between isoquinoline and substituted pyridines22 and 
proton and methyl transfer between pairs of mimicked 4-substituted pyridines23). From a 
computational perspective, a significant advantage of these reactions is that there is no scope 
for proton transfer between the nucleophile and/or leaving group and the phosphoryl group, 
which removes the complication of possible substrate-assisted pathways that are available in 
the hydrolysis of phosphate monoesters and related compounds.12-14 This allows us to 
characterize the nature of the transition state without having to reliably model inter- or 
intramolecular proton transfer processes at the same time. From an experimental perspective, 
pyridines have a wide range of basicity for a single structural type,24, 25 as well as relatively 
little steric changes (as long as no ortho substituents are used).26 Finally, from a biological 
perspective, histidine phosphorylation plays an important role in both prokaryotes and 
eukaryotes (accounting for 6% of all protein phosphorylation in the latter),27 and, tying in with 
this, there are an increasing number of crystal structures of enzymes that show histidine 
phosphorylation (for a review, see ref. 28). As the breakdown of phosphorylated histidine is 
rapid compared to, for example, phosphoserine,7, 29 with the equilibrium strongly favouring 
the dephosphorylated form,30-33 functionally, histidine phosphorylation is important in a 
regulatory capacity, for example in signalling systems34 that require organisms to rapidly 
respond to changing environmental conditions.35-37 In addition, histidine phosphorylases form 
a diverse and evolutionary ancient superfamily of enzymes,38 that are therefore also 
interesting from an evolutionary perspective. Therefore, it is valuable to have an increased 
understanding of intrinsic models for biological P-N cleavage. 
We provide here a calculated linear free energy relationship (LFER) for the reaction of a 
range of pyridinio-N-phosphonates with pyridine as a nucleophile (Scheme 2) that have been 
experimentally characterized in ref. 17, and compare the results of these calculations to 
previous studies of the hydrolysis of phosphate monoesters,12, 13 diesters,39 fluorophosphates40 
and sulfonates.41 We demonstrate that for all these compounds, the reaction proceeds through 
a single transition state with inversion of configuration at the phosphorus atom, in good 
agreement with previous experimental interpretations,17 and in contrast to recent studies that 
argue, for example, for metaphosphate intermediates in biological phosphoryl transfer.42-44 
When taken together with previous studies,12, 13, 39-41 this provides a more complete 
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computational model of the intrinsic nature of the transition states involved in biological 
phosphoryl transfer reactions.   
Methodology 
 
Our starting structure for modeling the linear free energy relationship (LFER) for 
phosphoryl transfer between the pyridinio-N-phosphonates and pyridine (Scheme 2) was 4-
nitropyridine-N-phosphate, which acted as the ÒparentÓ compound for these simulations. This 
structure was modeled using a mixed implicit/explicit solvent model, as in our previous 
studies of phosphate hydrolysis,12-14 with eight explicit water molecules carefully positioned to 
form a symmetrical solvation sphere around the reacting groups. The optimized transition 
state geometry for this compound was then used as a starting point for optimizing all other 
transition states of interest, by simply perturbing the leaving group while retaining the same 
arrangement of water molecules (Figure S1). The resulting transition states were 
characterized by following the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)45, 46 in both reactant and 
product directions, the endpoints of which were optimized to obtain the actual reactant and 
product complexes (see the Supporting Information for coordinates of all stationary points). 
All stationary points were further characterized by vibrational analysis at the same level of 
theory as the geometry optimizations. All geometry optimizations were performed using the 
6-31+G(d) basis set and the ωB97X-D functional47 following our previous work,13, 14 and the 
solvent model density (SMD) continuum model48 combined with eight explicit water 
molecules as described above (see ref. 12 for detailed discussion and validation of the choice 
of solvent model). All optimizations were performed using an ultrafine numerical integration 
grid and tight optimization criteria. Single point energy calculations using a larger 6-
311++G(d,p) basis set were performed on all the stationary states, and the final free energies 
were computed using the zero-point vibrational energies and entropies calculated at the SMD-
ωB97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory, and the electronic energies obtained with the triple-ζ 
basis set. Wiberg bond indices49 for key stationary points were obtained using natural bond 
orbital (NBO) analysis50 performed on the optimized structures using the same level of theory, 
and partial charges were calculated using the Merz-Kollman51, 52 scheme at the ωB97X-D/6-
31G*//SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G* level of theory. All calculations in this work were 
performed using Gaussian 09 (rev. E.01).53  
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Results and Discussion 
 
In our previous computational studies of the hydrolysis of phosphate monoesters,13 
triphosphates14 and sulfonate monoesters,41 we have compared the performance of a range of 
DFT functionals, in order to be able to quantify how they discriminate between different 
mechanistic pathways. We observed that while absolute energies for the hydrolysis of 
phosphate monoesters and related compounds are highly functional dependent,13, 14, 41 the slope 
of the associated calculated linear free energy relationships was typically very similar 
irrespective of the functional used.13 Based on our previous benchmarking, we have used the 
ωΒ97Χ-D functional in the present study,13, 14, 41 as it performed very well in the related 
hydrolysis of phosphate monoester dianions.13  
Table 1 shows a comparison between calculated and experimental activation free energies, 
as well as the experimentally observed rate constants,17 for the reactions with pyridine of the 
substituted pyridinio-N-phosphonates studied in this work (Scheme 2). In all cases, the 
reaction proceeds through a single, concerted transition state, with the bond distances and 
bond orders shown in Table 2. We note that while the best leaving group for which 
experimental data exists is isoquinoline (pKa 5.46), we have extended our calculated LFER to 
include also pyridine and 4-nitropyridine for comparison. The geometries of key transition 
states for the compounds with the best and worst leaving groups are shown in Figure 1 (4-
nitropyridine, pKa 1.61, and 4-aminopyridine, pKa 9.14, respectively), as well as with pyridine 
(pKa 5.23), as this system has an identical nucleophile and leaving group. The Cartesian 
coordinates of all stationary points are provided as Supporting Information. We note that, as 
shown in Figure S1, the geometries of the different transition states overlay very well 
between the different leaving groups (which is perhaps unsurprising as these were obtained by 
perturbing a single transition state across the LFER). 
The experimental second order rate constants for the reaction of pyridine-N-phosphonates 
with buffers containing added nucleophile (pyridine, N, kexp) were obtained from the data 
presented in Table 1 of ref. 54, and the calculated activation free energies were corrected for 
the entropic cost of bringing the reacting fragments into the reacting cage (K=0.017 M-1), 
following ref. 55 and also our previous work41, 56, to yield corresponding calculated second 
order rate constants. The experimental data yield a Br¿nsted coefficient, βlg of -0.93, 
compared to a calculated value of -0.71. For comparison, in the case of the hydrolysis of 
phosphate monoesters, the experimental βlg is -1.26,
7, 29 and we obtained a calculated value of 
-1.5113 (Figure 2). Therefore, even though our DFT calculations systematically underestimate 
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the calculated activation free energy (which is a general problem with such calculations that 
has been discussed in detail elsewhere, e.g. in refs. 41, 56-58) the relative trends are in reasonable 
agreement with experiment, and we obtain a less steep linear relationship for the reactions of 
pyridinio-N-phosphonates compared to phosphate monoester dianions. The scatter in the 
activation energies for the different substrates might be related to the precise solvation shells 
for each compounds, and so the extended range of pKa values has been used to allow a more 
reliable estimate of the Br¿nsted plot. We note that, as pointed out by a Reviewer, the 
calculated Marcus intrinsic barrier of 13.7 kcal mol-1 for the Py/Py identity reaction implies 
that the thermodynamic range over which the Br¿nsted slope would be expected to change 
from 0 (very early transition state) to its maximum value (very late transition state) would be 
approximately 110 kcal mol-1. This is about 10-fold larger than the energy change for the 
range of pKa values for the leaving groups considered in this work, and so leads to an 
(apparently) linear Br¿nsted relationship. 
Previous experimental studies of these compounds predicted that the electronic nature of 
the transition state for the reaction shown in Scheme 3 is (almost) completely independent of 
the basicity of the nucleophile over a broad range of pKa values.
17 In addition, the 
experimentally measured linear/slightly curved Br¿nsted relationship for the reaction of 
pyridines with isoquinolinio-N-phosphonate indicates that there is a single transition state for 
a range of nucleophiles.17 The corresponding observed values of βlg and βnuc are -0.92 and 
+0.15, respectively, which yields a βeq of 0.15 + 0.92 = 1.07. This was argued to yield a -0.77 
effective charge unit imbalance, that is presumably accommodated by the PO3 group.
17 When 
this is combined with the fact that the charge ÒseenÓ on the nitrogen is considerably less than 
0.5, this suggests a transition state that is in the dissociative corner of a More OÕFerrall-Jencks 
(MOFJ) plot,59, 60 but that is symmetrical in terms of bond cleavage to the incoming 
nucleophile and departing leaving group if considered in terms of a valence-bond 
configuration mixing model.61  
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the calculated bond distances and bond orders for the 
phosphonates studied in this work, and the position of these transition states on the MOFJ plot 
is shown in Figure 4. For comparison, Figure 4 also shows the position of the transition 
states for phosphate and sulfonate monoester hydrolyses, with the bond order data taken from 
the Supporting Information of refs. 13, 41. We have additionally calculated and included bond 
order data for aryl phosphate diesters and phosphate monoesters from the structures used in 
our previous studies,39, 40 as described in the Methodology section. As can be seen from this 
data, all pyridinio compounds with leaving group pKas in the 5.2-6.5 range have very 
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symmetrical transition states, with the transition states only becoming slightly asymmetric for 
the compounds at the extremes of the LFER (4-aminopyridine, pKa 9.14 and 4-nitropyridine, 
pKa 1.61). As would be expected, the transition state for pyridine as a leaving group is fully 
symmetrical. The calculated transition states are tighter than those calculated for the 
hydrolysis of phosphate monoester dianions,13 but still fall clearly in the dissociative (bottom 
right) corner of the MOFJ shown in Figure 4, which is also similar to a recent experimental 
and computational study of the transition state of phosphoroimidazolide hydrolysis.20 They 
are also on a spectrum between phosphate monoesters and the tighter transition states 
observed for the alkaline hydrolysis of phosphate diesters,39 fluorophosphate monoesters40 and 
sulfonate monoesters41, which are fairly similar in terms of bond orders. Additionally, as in 
previous cases, the tightness of the transition state is leaving group dependent, with a slight 
elongation of the P-Nlg bond (0.1) and contraction of the P-Nnuc bond (0.3) upon moving 
from leaving groups with high to low pKa.  
It is worth mentioning that there is a slight asymmetry introduced into the calculations by 
the position of the explicit water molecules. That is, for example, when we optimize the 
symmetrical Py/Py transition state in pure implicit solvent, with no additional water 
molecules (optimized otherwise as described in the Methodology section), we obtain P-Nnuc = 
P-Nlg = 2.35. The introduction of the explicit solvent molecules appears to not just tighten 
these distances by 0.2, but also introduce very slight asymmetry, such that P-Nnuc is 0.02 
longer than P-Nlg. The calculated reaction free energy (Table S1) for this identity reaction is 
0.2 kcal mol-1 rather than being isoenergetic. These deviations from symmetry in the case of 
the identity reaction provide insight into the subtle errors associated with both the energies 
and geometries presented in this data set. This slight asymmetry could plausibly be removed 
by ensemble averaging over multiple positions of the different water molecules, although we 
have not done so here as the errors involved are very small. Tying in with this, even though 
we refer to the saddle points obtained in this work as Òtransition statesÓ, these are clearly ÒaÓ 
transition state rather than ÒtheÓ transition state for each of the systems being studied here, as 
the real transition state will be an ensemble average over all possible conformations of the 
water molecules. 
The movement of the transition state in figure 4 as the leaving group stability varies does 
not appear to follow the predictions of a simple analysis. For example, increasing the pKa of 
the leaving group might be expected to predominantly lead to increased bonding to the 
nucleophile in the transition state without changes in the bonding to the leaving group. 
However, there are evident changes in both. This might be a limitation of the analysis, which 
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does not take into account potential differential changes in the energy of the intermediate and 
substrate (i.e. the energies along the left hand side of the diagram) as the leaving group is 
changed. If bonding to the (axial) leaving group in the intermediate is rather weaker than in 
the substrate, then this corner will also rise in energy and the overall effect on the position of 
the transition state will have a larger component of Hammond movement. Many of the other 
substrates illustrated do not include an identity reaction, and involve reaction with hydroxide. 
That may explain why these substrates appear to have dissociative character, but lie far from 
the diagonal where the identity reaction would have to fall if the reaction passes through a 
single transition state during the reaction.  
Finally, we have also calculated partial charges using the Merz-Kollman scheme51, 52 for 
each compound studied here, as described in the Methodology section, and the corresponding 
data is shown in Table 3 and Figure 4. We observe in our geometry optimizations that all 
eight explicit water molecules included in the simulations interact with the non-bridging 
oxygen atoms of the central phosphate, and not with the nitrogen atoms of the incoming 
nucleophile and departing leaving group (see Figure 2). As can be seen from the calculated 
partial charges, both leaving group and nucleophile pyridyl groups carry a positive partial 
charge of, on average, 0.337±0.44 on the nucleophilic pyridyl group (Pynuc), 0.392±0.027 on 
the leaving group pyridyl (Pylg), and -1.769±0.031 on the central PO3 group (we note that our 
charges are more polarized than the experimental estimate). In addition, there is a shift to a 
more positive partial charge on Pynuc, a less positive partial charge on Pylg, and a more 
negative partial charge on PO3 respectively when moving across the series, in line with the 
observed changes in bond order.  
Overview and Conclusions 
 
Past decades have seen significant debate about the nature of the transition states involved 
in phosphoryl transfer reactions, with contradictory propositions in the literature based on 
both experimental and computational data.2, 3 We were recently able to reconcile long-
standing controversies between experimental and computational interpretations of the 
mechanisms of phosphate monoester hydrolysis through the use of high-level quantum 
chemical calculations coupled with a mixed solvent model that allowed for microsolvation of 
the highly charged phosphate, allowing us to optimize a dissociative, solvent-assisted 
transition state.12 This provided, for the first time, a computational model for phosphate 
monoester hydrolysis consistent with all key experimental observables, including the 
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experimental linear free energy relationship,13 and also measured kinetic isotope effects.12 We 
extend our previous work here to modelling the reaction of substituted pyridinio-N-
phosphonates with pyridine as nucleophile, which eliminates the additional computational 
complexity when studying phosphate monoesters due to protonation of the nucleophile and 
leaving group. We demonstrate that these reactions proceed through a single, concerted 
transition state that is dissociative in nature, with no intermediates, and which is slightly 
tighter than the corresponding transition state for the hydrolysis of phosphate monoester 
dianions.12, 13 We note that phosphorylated histidine is a major participant in signal 
transduction pathways,34 and, although less well studied, phosphorylation of both arginine and 
lysine residues is also biologically important.62 This work therefore also provides an important 
foundation for subsequent computational studies of the mechanisms of biological P-N 
cleavage. 
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Figures and Tables 
 
Scheme 1: Comparison of (A) solvent- and (B) substrate-assisted pathways for phosphate 
monoester hydrolysis.  
 
 
Scheme 2: Pyridinio-N-phosphonates studied in this work. 
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Figure 1: Calculated transition states for the reactions of pyridine with different pyridinio-N-
phosphonates, where the leaving group is either (left) 4-aminopyridine (pKa 9.14), (middle) 
pyridine (pKa 5.23) or (right) 4-nitropyridine (pKa 1.61). Coordinates for all stationary points 
can be found as supporting information. 
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Figure 2: Calculated (black) and experimental (red) LFER for the reactions of (A) pyridine 
with pyridinio-N-phosphonatesa and (B) solvent-assisted monoester hydrolysis from our 
previous studyb.13 Calculated rate constants were obtained from the corresponding activation 
free energies using transition state theory. Energy calculations were performed at 298.15 K 
using SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The experimental values were obtained 
from ref. 
17
, and the pseudo-first order rate constants were obtained by correcting for the 
entropic cost of bringing the reacting fragments into the reacting cage (K=0.017 M
-1
), 
following ref. 
55
. 
b
 Reported rate constants were obtained using SMD-ωB97X-D/6-
311++G(d,p)//SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory. For further details of the 
methodology and the experimental data, see ref. 
13
. 
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Figure 3: Calculated P-N distances (A) of the incoming nucleophile (P-Nnuc, black circles) 
departing leaving group (P-Nlg, blue circles) and corresponding Wiberg bond indices
49 (B) for 
the transition states for the reaction of pyridine with pyridinio-N-phosphonates shown in 
Scheme 2 optimized at SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory. Wiberg bond indices 
were calculated using natural orbital (NBO) analysis50 at the same level of theory, as 
described in the Methodology section. 
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Figure 4: Two-dimensional reaction coordinate diagram showing the nature of the transition 
states calculated for the reaction of pyridine with pyridinio-N-phosphonates (red) studied 
here, as well as for the solvent-assisted phosphate monoester dianion hydrolysis and alkaline 
hydrolysis of sulfonate esters, fluorophosphates and aryl phosphate diesters (blue, orange, 
green and yellow respectively) obtained in our previous studies13, 39-41. The reaction coordinate 
is presented in terms of Wiberg bond indices49 for the P(S)-nucleophile and P(S)-leaving 
group bonds respectively, calculated using natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis50 at the 
ωB97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory, with the exception of fluorophosphates and phosphate 
diesters, where the bond indices were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory for 
consistency with the original studies,39, 40 as described in the Methodology section. 
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Figure 5: Atomic partial charges of nucleophile and leaving group pyridyl groups, and the 
central PO3 group, calculated at the transition states for the reactions of substituted pyridinio-
N-phosphonates with pyridine. All partial charges are calculated using the Merz-Kollman 
scheme51, 52 at the SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31G*// SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G* level of theory. For 
the corresponding raw data, see Table 3. 
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Table 1: Experimental and calculated rate constants and activation free energies for the 
reactions of substituted pyridinio-N-phosphonates with pyridine.a 
 pKa kexp  kcalc log kexp log kcalc ΔG
à
calc 
4-nitropyridine 1.61 -- 1.1 x 104 -- 4.059 9.5 
pyridine 5.23 -- 9.6  0.981 13.7 
isoquinoline 5.46 1.43 ± 0.05 6.8 0.155 0.834 13.9 
3-methylpyridine 5.81 0.81 ± 0.05 26.3 -0.092 1.420 13.1 
3-aminopyridine 6.03 0.78 ± 0.05 4.9 -0.108 0.687 14.1 
3,5-dimethylpyridine 6.15 0.34 ± 0.1 22.2 -0.469 1.347 13.2 
3,4-dimethylpyridine 6.46 0.26 ± 0.05 0.76 -0.585 -0.119 15.2 
4-aminopyridine 9.14 6.24  ± 1.310 x 10-4 0.05 -3.205 -1.292 16.8 
a Shown here are the leaving group pKa, the calculated and experimental rate constants (M
-1 s-1), the log of the 
rate constants, and the calculated activation free energies (kcal mol-1). The calculated activation free energies 
were converted to the corresponding rate constants using transition state theory, and converted to second order 
rate constants by correcting for the entropic cost of bringing the reacting fragments into the reacting cage 
(K=0.017 M-1), following ref. 55.  The experimental values were obtained from ref. 17. pKa values were obtained 
from ref. 63 for 4-nitropyridine, ref. 64 for pyridine, and ref. 17 for all other compounds. 
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Table 2: Calculated bond distances () and bond orders to the incoming nucleophile (P-Nnuc) 
and departing leaving group (P-Nlg) at the transition states for the reactions of substituted 
pyridinio-N-phosphonates with pyridine.a 
 
pKa Bond Distance Bond Order 
 
 P-Nnuc P-Nlg P-Nnuc P-Nlg 
4-nitropyridine 1.61 2.30 2.05 0.19 0.32 
pyridine 5.23 2.14 2.12 0.29 0.28 
isoquinoline 5.46 2.15 2.11 0.27 0.30 
3-methylpyridine 5.81 2.13 2.12 0.29 0.29 
3-aminopyridine 6.03 2.13 2.13 0.28 0.29 
3,5-dimethylpyridine 6.15 2.12 2.13 0.29 0.29 
3,4-dimethylpyridine 6.46 2.10 2.15 0.30 0.28 
4-aminopyridine 9.14 2.04 2.21 0.33 0.25 
a All distances were obtained for the transition states for the attack of pyridine on the pyridinio-N-phosphonates 
optimized at SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G(d) level of theory. Wiberg bond indices49 were calculated using natural 
bond orbital (NBO) analysis50 performed at the same level of theory. pKa values were obtained from ref. 
63 for 4-
nitropyridine, ref. 64 for pyridine, and ref. 17 for all other compounds. 
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Table 3: Calculated partial charges on key reacting atoms at the transition states for the 
reactions of substituted pyridinio-N-phosphonates with pyridine.a 
 
pKa Pynuc Pylg PO3 
4-nitropyridine 1.61 0.271 0.422 -1.692 
pyridine 5.23 0.377 0.400 -1.777 
isoquinoline 5.46 0.374 0.418 -1.792 
3-methylpyridine 5.81 0.388 0.403 -1.792 
3-aminopyridine 6.03 0.386 0.406 -1.791 
3,5-dimethylpyridine 6.15 0.388 0.390 -1.778 
3,4-dimethylpyridine 6.46 0.391 0.362 -1.753 
4-aminopyridine 9.14 0.439 0.337 -1.776 
<Partial Charge> -- 0.377±0.044 0.392±0.027 -1.769±0.031 
a Shown here are the leaving group pKas, as well as the partial charges on the nucleophile (Pynuc) and leaving 
group nitrogen (Pylg) pyridyl groups, and the central PO3 group. pKa values were obtained from ref. 
63 for 4-
nitropyridine, ref. 64 for pyridine, and ref. 17 for all other compounds. Shown here are also the average partial 
charges over all leaving groups, and the corresponding standard deviations. All partial charges are calculated 
using the Merz-Kollman scheme51, 52 at the SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31G*// SMD-ωB97X-D/6-31+G* level of theory. 
Note that the explicit water molecules were removed for the charge calculation, as described in the 
Methodology section. 
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